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I w u“  ouldn't miss this one for Q ids,” 
a  “When 7RAR replaced them I bo rd as co-drivers  including a us id Mick (Gr mpy) Foster from 

h  Mrealised just ow good 5RAR were.” Harold Bromley from oorool- aCairns in Queensl nd. “Some of 
ab rk, Victoria.h s lt ose 5RAR bloke  sti l owe me a 

 l  At this stage it looks ike at least 25 few beers from R&C in Vungers and 
eto 30 form r 2 Troop Sappers will lit's about time I co lected!”

 5  iattend the RAR reun on, with “ ” p iGrumpy  was a Sa per w th 2 
 perhaps more joining in as the time T o k tr op wor ing wi h 5RAR then 

o n rgets cl ser a d word sp eads.7  RAR when he was WIA in a mine 
oThe imp rtant thing now is to book incident near the Long Hais, along 

c cfor the event to se ure your pla e at v Cwith his mate, Sapper Ke  onnor 
t i the big d nner. Instruc ions are inside who will also attend the 5RAR 
o w  in ho  to do this - but do t now.  reunion.

v  Coming e en further for the event is 
o   Rod Crane fr m Koolup in WA. Rod 
vhas not invol ed himself much in 

s t  reunion  bu  he worked a lot with 
e   5RAR and th  chance to see a few 

a  h  old f ces is enoug  to drag Rod all
t S rWi hout doubt the apper t avelling o  the way acr ss Australia to the

 r vfurthest fo  the e ent is Bill (Ba Ba) r nCanber a eve t. 
n  Lamb who now lives in Vu g Tau,eRod and his wife operat  a cattle stud 

. e e e  Vietnam  “I'll b  ther  mat ,” hefarm in Koolup.
 said. “I'm getting a bit homesickgAlso comin  from WA is Greg 

i  anyway, and t's time for a break Gough from Perth. Greg is a keen 
efrom the h at, the rain and the Ba-p oattendee at 2 Troo  reuni ns and 

 e eMi-Ba beer.” S ems lik  nothing e dlooks forward to me ting a few ol  
changes! c5RAR lads  if he an remember 

k ePeter Brunten from La es Entranc   “ lthem,  and  vice-versa! I  rea ly  got
i oin Victoria is dr ving t  Canberra for o i A d int  working w th 5R R, and love  

, hthe  reunion   wit   a  few  mates   ont Gevery minu e of it,” said reg.

 

Three Sappers who worked with 5RAR and plan to be
 there in February; (l to r) Rod Crane from WA, Mick 

“Grumpy” Foster from Qld, and Chris Kalouris from NSW. 

Sapper 
attack on 
Canberra 
The big reunion with 
5RAR in Canberra 

over February 25 to 
27 promises to be a 

great event, with 
Sappers coming from 
all parts of the country. 

Don’t miss outSapper Greg Gough (above) from 
Perth will be at the 5RAR reunion

It’s a personal invitation from 
Brigadier Colin “Genghis” Khan

You must book now
Full details inside

 



 

 

 

5RAR 
Reunion 
Events

The main events for Sappers to 
attend are the Registration and 
Welcome Reception on the Friday 
night ,the Reunion Dinner on the 
Saturday night, the Remembrance 
Service on Sunday morning, and the 
Sub-unit Functions on Sunday 
afternoon.

5RAR Reunion activities, and we've Hotel’s contact details are on the Dress code at the dinner is jacket 
got a hold on plenty of rooms, but form.and tie with medals. They expect 
you need to book now to secure your Book now.  Don't leave it till later as over 700 at the dinner, and it is 
room. the  rooms will only be held for us essential to book. No booking 
Full details of the hotel are on the till December 31st. After that you means no place at the dinner. A 
enclosed separate form. Work out take your chances on availability. separate form is enclosed for you to 
what sort of room you need  a single If you have any questions at all, fill in to book yourself into the 
room, a double room, or a room to contact  Jim Marett at: 5RAR Reunion. The cost of $120 
share with mates. 43 Heyington Place Toorak Victoria covers the Welcome Function and 
Work it out and contact the hotel 3142. Telephone 03-9824 4967 the Reunion Dinner. The Sub-Unit 
directly to make your booking. (home) 0403 041 962 (mobile) 03-functions on Sunday will operate on 
Mention “5th Battalion Reunion” to 9690 7888 (work), or email at  a cash bar basis. Please fill in the 
ensure you get our special rate. The tunnelrat@optusnet.com.au form and post it to us with your 

cheque before the due date on the 
form. Accommodation is separate, 
which we cover below.       
Accommodation
We've found the perfect place for the 
Sappers to stay. Past reunions have 
proven clearly that it's best if we all 
stay together in the one pub, motel 
or apartment complex. This way we 
don't break up into separate groups 
and we spend most time together  
which is the idea of it all. Another 
essential is a bar as the central 
meeting point, ideally within the 
accommodation or at least a few 
steps away. 
Our chosen place has the bar, the 
available rooms, and is good value. 
They have everything from single 
and double rooms to suites and 
apartments which are ideal for a 
bunch of guys to share to keep the 
costs down.
It’s only  a short cab ride from the 

Be prepared for a pep talk again, from Brigadier 
Colin Kahn, (”Genghis”) seen here addressing 

the troops after an Operation in 1969
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Snippets

 

It was so nice
he went there twice

Here's a Sapper who had two tours of 
the “Funny Country”. The last thing 
on the mind of most people on 
getting home from Vietnam was the 
idea of going back. But many did. 
Among them was Phil “Jonah” 
Jones, who did his first tour as a 
Sapper with 1 Troop 1 Field 
Squadron and his second tour as 
Staff Sergeant with 2 Troop 1 Field 
Squadron.   Amongst  many 
highlights in his first tour was his 
involvement in the Battle of Corral 
He received an MID (Mentioned In 
Dispatches) during this tour.

adrenaline levels high, so he joined the unique role played by the Tunnel Jonah's second tour was during the 
the Bomb Squad of the Queensland rats in Vietnam.1969/1970 period, a time of 
Police. Go for it  Jonah! If you're going to give Jonah a call, horrendous mine incidents for all of 
Now retired to sunny Queensland, make yourself real comfortable first the Field Troops and the units they 
Jonah stays in touch with many old - he can talk the leg off a table once supported.
Sappers and helps keep the flag you get him going on the subject of On retiring from the Army, Jonah, 
flying for  recognition and respect of Sappers.was obviously very  keen to keep his 

Photo: During Jonah’s first tour, members of 1 Troop trucking it to the chopper 
pad. Jonah is 5th from the left. Cpl Hutchison, 3rd from the left was later KIA. 
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Nostalgia
Corner

Pages of great pics from the 
past to amaze and amuse. 

Contributions welcome. Send 
your favourite Vietnam 
photographs by mail to: 

Jim Marett 43 Heyington Place 
Toorak Vic 3142 
Or by email to: 

tunnelrat@optusnet.com.au 

 

 

 

Pedro fixes Padre's pillow problem
Sapper Peter “Pedro” Piromanski of 2 Troop, 1 Fld Sqn (left) was called on 
by Roman Catholic Padre, Father Keith Teefey to destroy an artillery shell 
found just under the Padre's bedroll. The shell was discovered after the 
Padre had enjoyed what was a relatively comfortable nights sleep in the 
circumstances. Sapper Peter and Father Keith were both attached to 7RAR 
on operations in Phuoc Tuy Province during July 1970. 

 

Well into it
Sapper Bill Murray of 3 Field troop 
heads into the unknown, down a 
well in Xam Cay Xaoi village, Bien 
Hoa Province, Vietnam. The search 
in 1965 revealed an intricate tunnel 
system which Bill and his fellow 
Sappers later destroyed.   

 

 

Needle in a haystack
A short tunnel found under a 
haystack is checked for Viet Cong 
stores and weapons by Sapper Eddie 
Josephs (left), Sapper Ashley Ryan 
(centre), and Corporal Ray Jacques 
during cordon and search Operation 
Clayton. They were part of a combat 
engineer team, from 1 Fld Sqn 
working with 7 RAR during the 
February 1968 operation in Long 
Dien, Vietnam.

 

 

In Good Hands
ARVN soldiers unload some M-16 
("jumping jack") mines from the 
back of a truck. The soldiers are 
about to lay the mines in a 
minefield they are constructing 
around their local ARVN outpost, 
situated on Route 23 between Dat 
Do and Xuan Loc. 
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Going bush in style
Sapper Gary Degering quickly learnt that comfort was the key to being out 
on operations with the grunts. Realising that sleeping on the ground exposed 
you to lots more intrusions from bugs, water and snakes than when hanging 
between two trees, Gary was quick to obtain his hammock. Despite regular 
difficulties in finding trees in the right spot in an ambush position to sling the 
hammock, Gary swore by it, and reckons anyone not using one was nuts. 
Legendary for his dislike of base-camp life, Gary spent as much time as 
possible out with the Grunts. Gary has retired, and meets regularly with a 
group of Tunnel Rats in Melbourne where he lives with his wife Christine.

 

Were you really a VC?
While out at Field Base Bridget in 
February 1971, Sapper Rod O'Regan 
(centre) and Sapper Garry Shoemark 
(right) grill “Jock” the Bushman 
Scout over an obviously important 
issue. The Sappers were working as a 
Splinter Team attached to A 
Company of 7RAR. Perhaps Rod 
was practicing his “good cop/bad 
cop” skills for after discharge from 
the Army when he became a copper. 
The Bushman Scouts were mostly 
former enemy, members of the Viet 
Cong who came over to our side. 

Hot on the trail
While searching for booby traps, Sapper 
Geoff Russell of 1 Fld Sqn delves into the 
still-warm ashes under a pot over a 
cooking fire in a Viet Cong camp. The 
camp was discovered in a bamboo thicket  
on Operation Santa Fe in November 1967. 
Geoff was attached to 7RAR for the 
operation.

 Here's an odd one
Sapper Bob Ottery had to blow up a plane in Vietnam. You heard it right. 
On Ready Reaction duties at Nui Dat after an Op with the Tracks  Bob 
was called into the Troop office and told he had to kit up for the job of 
destroying a Pilates single engine aircraft that had crashed outside the 
wire of Nui Dat base camp. The idea was to quickly deny the enemy 
access to any of the valuable parts of the aircraft. Bob's tour  was with 2 
Troop and he has now retired to Rosedale, Victoria where he lives with 
his wife Jacquie. He has made several trips back to Vietnam, including a 
memorable journey back with seven other Tunnel Rats in 1992.   
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Nostalgia
Corner

Pages of great pics from the 
past to amaze and amuse. 

Contributions welcome. Send 
your favourite Vietnam 
photographs by mail to: 

Jim Marett 701/101 River 
Street South Yarra Vic 3141 

Or by email to: 
marett@optusnet.com.au 

 

It’s on the cards
 Army chaplain, Padre Roy Cosier, a Methodist chaplain, pays a visit to 
members of 1 Field Squadron at Fire Support Base Beth in April 1971. 
Enjoying a social game of cards are, left to right: Sapper Dave Briggs, Sapper 
Chris Koolen, Padre Cosier; Lieutenant John Parusel and Sapper Peter Haigh. 

 

Let there be light
Sapper Barry Hartford crawls along 
a Viet Cong tunnel during Operation 
Enoggera  in Vietnam. Barry was 
one of a team of Tunnel Rats who 
searched hundreds of yards of Viet 
Cong tunnels found during the 
operation with 6RAR in late June 
1966. With 9mm pistol in hand 
Barry edges his way along the 
narrow tunnel, keeping his eye out 
for booby traps, weapons and of 
course, the Viet Cong.  

 

Blowing up Bunkers
A 2 Troop Splinter Team comprising Corporal John “Smokey” Coe and 
Sapper Greg Barnsley prepare an underground enemy bunker for demolition 
in August 1969. The bunker was within a Viet Cong camp and 180lbs of 
explosive was placed throughout the camp to destroy it. John and Greg then 
moved on to another camp found by D Company, 5RAR, which they also 
searched and then destroyed with C4 plastic explosives. John Coe wrote one 
of the earliest books to be written by Australian Vietnam Veterans, a 
collection of short stories which was widely acclaimed and enjoyed.   
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Back to base
Happiness is being back at base in 
Nui Dat after a six week Operation 
out bush with the Grunts. Sapper 
Donald “Paddy” Healy of 2 Troop 
is keen for a hot shower and chance 
to catch up on mail from home. 
Donald lives in Lochinvar, NSW 
and will be attending the Gold 
Coast re-union in August 2005. 

The boys are back in town
Back in Nui Dat in early 1970 after being out on Ops, and real keen to sink a 
few hundred beers, are (from left ) Sappers Paul Cook, Doug Myers and Ivis 
Rostoks, all of 1 Troop. The tent was named “Skulkerville” after the practice 
of “skulking” which was to hide whenever base duties were being handed out. 
As soon as Troop Staff where detected to be on the lookout for Sappers to fill a 
work party, word would spread and the Sappers would skulk away,  not to be 
seen again until the “Boozer” opened  just before dinner. It was an art!    

 

How many officers does it take to Build a bunker?
In July 1969 after a series of clashes between the Viet Cong and the ARVN 
protecting Dat Do, a decision was made by the Australian Task Force to build a 
defensive bunker system for the Village. The building task fell to the 
engineers of 1 Field Squadron. Major Rex Rowe (right), the Commanding 
Officer of 1 Field Squadron, discusses the job with Lieutenant Garry Jesser 
(centre), and Warrant Officer Class 2 Leo Power. The bunkers were duly built 
and handed over to the ARVN who were meant to fully man the bunkers in 
order for the village protection system to work. Unfortunately the bunkers 
were often poorly manned or left empty, resulting in the Viet Cong continuing 
to gain access, not only to the village of Dat Do, but also to the nearby barrier 
minefield which they were systematically stripping of mines to use against the 
Australian forces. The minefield was later removed by 1 Field Squadron.    

Mystery solved
Last issue we ran a photo of Bill 
“Ba Ba” Lamb at a Viet Cong 
tunnel entrance, and asked if 
anyone knew the identity of the 
Tunnel Rat who was seen, slightly 
obscured, further into the tunnel. It 
turns out the mystery Sapper was 
Butch Marsden, now living in WA. 
Butch made contact with us and  
sent a few more photos. Butch is 
seen on the left, with Kev Connor, 
inspecting the damage after a 
cannister attack on a bunker system 
while they were attached to the 
tanks in early 1970. Kev Connor is 
now retired in Cairns where he 
enjoys  an endless supply of freshly 
caught  mud crabs.
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The Dat Do 
Minefield - a
source of so
much misery
If you were a Tunnel Rat with the 
Australian Army in Vietnam, it's 
a sure bet that the Australian-built 
barrier Minefield within Phuoc Tuy 
Province was a major influence 
on your life during your tour.

 

 

Sappers from 1, 2 & 3 Troop laid 
most of the M-16 mines for the Dat 
Do Minefield, a task resulting in a 
long, but perhaps not unexpected 
casualty list.
Unfortunately involvement with 
those M-16 mines didn't end there 
for the Tunnel Rats. 
The enemy quickly learnt how to 
safely extract the mines from the 
minefield to use them against 
Australian forces. 
For the next few years the Tunnel 
Rats were at the very centre of the 
hell created by the enemy's effective 
use of the mines against Australian 
forces around villages and in 
expected patrol areas.
The Tunnel Rats were tasked to 
search for and disarm the mines 
while on patrol with Infantry and 
Armoured units. 
And when Aussie soldiers stepped 
on these mines, it was the Tunnel 
Rats who had to clear safe paths to 
the casualties. 
This harrowing task carried out 
amidst wounded mates demanded 
seemingly impossible dual goals.
You had to be fast to minimise the 
evacuation time  but if you went too 
fast and set off another mine you'd 
create more casualties, 
yourself included. 

 

The worst job in the world 
A group of Tunnel Rats from 1 Troop, 1 Field Squadron, Royal Australian 
Engineers, take a well-earned 'smoko' break from the incredibly stressful 
task of arming and laying mines. It was May 1967 and the men were 
working on the creation of the barrier minefield which ran for about ten 
kilometres from the Horseshoe feature, north of Dat Do, to the coast north-
east of the village of Lang Phuoc Hai. The minefield was constructed 
during Operation Leeton (3 March to 1 June 1967) and was designed to 
hinder movement of the enemy and their supplies between the villages and 
the mountains. The men are, from left, Sapper T.J. Drummond (standing), 
Lance Corporal M.J. Hutchison, Sapper T.J. Renshaw, Corporal M. 
Staggard, and Staff Sergeant G. Biddlecombe. The two men on the right 
are checking tallies of mines laid. On 30 May 1967, Sapper Terrence 
“Butch” Renshaw was killed by an accidentally detonated mine while 
working with a five-man engineer section, arming mines in the centre strip 
of the barrier minefield. Sapper Sempel, a nearby soldier who was 
uninjured in the incident, believes he owes his life to Sapper Renshaw. 
Sapper Sempel  believes Sapper Renshaw threw himself between Sempel 
and the mine in an act of incredible bravery. 
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New book coming out 
soon on the minefield

Keep your eyes open for a new book 
on the Dat Do minefield, due out in 
2005. Written by author and 
military historian Greg Lockhart, 
the book promises to hold no 
punches on the wisdom or 
otherwise of  the decis ions 
surrounding the creation of the 
minefield. 
Many former Tunnel Rats and other 
former members of 1 Field 
Squadron have been interviewed for 
the book.
Greg has done an incredible amount 
of research to back his findings, and 
Sappers should enjoy the insights 
this book will give them on a subject 
that brought them so much grief. Cong were stealing mines and Viet Cong set up shop 
The author spent ten years in the storing them in this cache for later 

in our minefield Australian Army, including a tour of use against Australian forces. The 
Tunnel Rats from 2 Troop search a Vietnam. He is fluent in Vietnamese cache consisted of a room about 4 
VC cache (above) actually located after studying the language to help feet wide, 6 feet long and 5 feet 
within the Dat Do minefield. research his first book, titled high, with an entrance expertly 
Emerging from the tunnel entrance “Nation in Arms”, about the origins camouflaged by regularly replaced 
is Sapper Frank Denley. The Viet of the People's Army of Vietnam. grass and twigs. 

Remember these?
The M-16 bounding mine leaps out 
of the ground and then explodes. It 
consists of three main parts: a mini 
fuse, a propelling charge to lift the 
mine and a projectile contained in a 
cast-iron housing. 
It is 7.83 inches  tall, 5.24 inches in 
diameter and contains 1.15 pounds 
of TNT.  The fuse extends through 
the centre of the mine to the bottom, 
where the propelling charge is 
located. 
To arm the mine, a safety pin is 
removed from the striker on top of 
the fuse. There are three prongs on 
top of the fuse, connected to a 
spring-loaded wedge. 
The fuse encloses a percussion cap, 
a delay element and a black-powder 
charge. The M16 can be detonated 
by applying pressure or by pulling 
the spring-loaded release pin. 
Either method causes the pin to pull 
out of  the fuse, which then  releases

the striker which in turn ignites the which fires the propelling charge 
percussion cap. The percussion in the bottom of the mine. The 
cap fires a delay element in the mine flies upward to about 1.2 
fuse, which fires a detonator after a meters; the main charge then 
short delay. The detonator then detonates and releases a shower of 
ignites the black powder in the fuse metal fragments.  
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What did 
you do in 
the war 
Daddy?

Sometimes the details get lost in the 
mists of time. To jog the memory, we 
take a look back at the typical chain 
of events for a Tunnel Rat going out 
on an operation in Vietnam.
As 'tunnel-rats' in Vietnam we led an 
odd life, being attached in small 
teams to other units instead of 
working together as a whole troop or 
squadron.
The  attachment would  be for the  
duration of an operation out bush, 
usually a  period of four to six weeks.  
Occasionally, if you were lucky 
you'd get attached to the Armoured 
Personnel Carriers for an operation, 
which at least meant you did little 
walking. 
If you were really lucky you'd spend 
an operation on ready reaction at the 
Fire Support Base. This was a total 
'Swan', with regular showers, mail 
and meals.
Mostly though, you ended up 
walking with the 'Grunts' as a team of 
two Sappers, known as a Mini Team 
(or a Splinter Team if we carried a 
mine detector). 
We'd be attached to one of the 
Infantry Battalion's Companies for 
the duration of each operation. 
In addition to our mine, booby-trap 

Which unit  you'd be attached to, Next task was to check and pack and demolition duties, the 'Grunts' 
and where you were going was your gear to ensure you were fully also allowed us to act as honorary 
learnt from the Operations Board in ready and had everything you Infantrymen. .This had more to do 
the Troop Office. You'd wander in needed. with filling the gun roster at night, 
one morning to collect your mail and This included weapons, (rifle and and the amount of C4 explosives we 
find out from the board that next day pistol), ammunition, explosives, could dish out for cooking purposes 
you're going out on Ops with the det-cord, detonators, maps, letter-than any admiration of our soldiering 
Grunts. The Troop Staff made the writing gear and enough food and skills. However, Sappers regularly 
decisions and allocated the Sappers water for the first three to five days, joined their Infantry brothers in 
to the various units we were depending on frequency of re-firefights with the VC  and  always 
supporting. supply by chopper.   performed superbly.  

Top: Sapper Frank Denley (left) and Sapper Peter “Roo Dog” Scott 
take a break in the bush while out on Ops with 7RAR. Bottom: The 2 
Troop Ops Board where many a Sapper learnt his fate. This photo is 

thought to have been taken around mid-year1970.
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Some also packed “Jack Rations” 
such as cans of sardines or crabmeat, 
bottles of hot sauce, jars of Vegemite 
and packs of crackers. They were 
called “Jack Rations” because most 
Sappers tried to extend the pleasure 
by keeping them to themselves 
rather than sharing them with mates  
a “f--k you Jack” attitude.
First leg of the journey out on the 
operation was the rendezvous point 
(RV) where you waited for pick-up 
by Landrover or truck to be taken to 
the helicopter pad.
At the helicopter pad you met up 
with your Infantry Company and 
were allocated to one of the small 
groups of eight men for boarding the 
“Huey” choppers.
The choppers carried you out to the 
landing zone where six weeks of 
patrolling and ambushing began. In 
simple terms, the task was to follow 
signs of the enemy to their base 
camps, then search and destroy those 
base camps.  
The Tunnel rats played keys roles in 
the operations, clearing the camps of 
mines and booby traps, searching the 
b u n k e r s  f o r  w e a p o n s  a n d  
documents, then blowing up the 
bunkers with C4 explosives.
After these duties and the endless 
hours of daily patrolling,  the Tunnel 
Rats also manned the ambushes 
which would be set each night. 

Next issue we cover the day-to-day 
details of being out on operations 
with the Grunts.

Photos:(Top) The RV Point where 
you waited for a truck or Landrover 

to pick you up for the first leg, 
usually to the chopper pad . 

(Middle)The chopper ride was 
always fun, but of course it delivered 

you to the “sharp end”. 
.(Bottom)Once out bush, it’s down to 

business - Sappers from 3 Troop 
search for anti-personnel mines as 

they clear safe lanes to an APC 
which had hit an anti-tank mine. The 

Sappers (standing) are from left, 
Tony Bower-Myles, Normie Martin 

and Brenton “Swampy” Smith. 
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The 
infamous 
flagpole 
incident

It was irrational. It was dangerous. 
It was just plain stupid, but at the 
time, in early 1970 it seemed the 
right thing to do. As a protest over 
beer rationing, Sappers Jim Marett 
and Mick Van Poeteren decided to 
blow up the 1 Field Squadron 
flagpole in the Nui Dat base, 
Vietnam. 
It was a decision made during a 
boozy “happening” on return from 
operations when it was learnt that 
beer would be rationed to “two cans 
per man per day”. The worst part of 
the new rule was that the Tunnel 
Rats' cans would not accumulate 
while they were out bush for six 
weeks, but would be consumed by 
the “Pogos” back in base! 
This was simply too much for any 
Sapper to bear. Jim and Mick 
quietly left the happening and 
retired to Jim's tent to make up the 
explosive charge. Two sticks of C4 
were taped together and primed 

commented that the bang didn't with det-cord, a detonator and fuse. 
sound like our outgoing artillery. Jim's tent-mate, Sapper Bob Ottery 
Mick and Jim remained mute. woke up during the preparation and 
Within a few minutes, Troop staff was sworn to secrecy about who 
were running through the lines and what he'd seen that night. 
calling “stand to” which meant we Weaving between the rubber trees, 
had to grab weapons and man our Jim and Mick threaded their way to 
fighting pits. the target, taped the charge to the 
We later learnt that the entire Nui flagpole, lit the fuse and retraced 
Dat base was “stood to”, complete their steps back to 2 Troop's lines. 
with APCs speeding around the They re-joined the “happening” 
perimeter. and awaited the blast. It took a long 
Someone had reported the t ime  because  no  accu ra t e  
explosion as an incoming enemy measurement of the fuse had taken 
round. place, but eventually there was an 
That “someone” was a newly almighty bang. 
arrived Sergeant returning to his With ears well-tuned to the 
tent after a night at the Mess. He different types of explosions 
was close enough to the flagpole for usually heard within the base camp, 
the blast to be deafening and  several at the “happening” 

 

 

 

Photos: (Top) The remains of 
the flagpole after Mick & Jim's 

visit in the dead of night with 
two well-placed sticks of C4. 

(Bottom) A typical 2 Troop tent 
“happening”.The lads seen 
here enjoying cocktails and 

canapes at six are: (l to r) top 
row: Gerry Wallbridge, Colin 

Reddacliff, Ron Coman, 
middle row: Mick Lee, Harry 

Hurst (later KIA), Greg 
Gough, Jock McMullen, Brian 

“BC” Scott, Ralph Schaefer, 
front row: Tommy Ryan.  
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to have a section of the decorative 
chain whiz over his head. Sheer luck 
prevented a prank turning into a 
tragedy.
Next morning the Squadron OC, 
Major Rex Rowe paraded the entire 
Squadron and stated that there were 
men in the Squadron with the 
responsibility to handle explosives 
who  d id  no t  de se rve  t ha t  
responsibility.
“If they are man enough, I want 
those men to step forward now,” he 
said.
Knowing that owning up would 
mean a long hard stay in military 
prison, Mick and Jim looked as 
bewildered as the rest of the lads. 
After the parade, realising how 
vulnerable they were, Jim & Mick 
swore to tell nobody at all about 
having been the perpetrators of the 
deed. 
Good to their word, they revealed 
nothing until they were both safely 
out of the country. 
Captain Jim Burrough was given the 
task of investigating the incident, 
and despite face-to-face interviews 
with scores of Sappers, nobody was 
ever charged over the incident. 
To discourage the act of blowing up 
the flagpole from becoming the in-
thing within the Squadron, a new 
combined flagpole and memorial 
was built. 
The Protestant Chaplain, General 
Vertigan unveiled the memorial 
during a visit in April 1970, 
dedicating it to fallen comrades of 1 
Field Squadron.
This flagpole was left in peace, but 
numerous other incidents took place 
involving the blowing up of toilet 
blocks. These may be the subject of 
later coverage in “Holdfast”.

 

Photo; (Right bottom) 
The new combined flagpole 

and memorial being dedicated 
by Protestant Chaplain 

General Vertigan 

Photos: 
The two Sappers 
responsible for 
the infamous 
flagpole 
incident, Jim 
Marett (above) 
and Mick Van 
Poeteren (right) 
seen third from 
the left with 
Butch Marsden, 
left and Noddy 
Norris, centre. 
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Sapper

Profiles

O f f i c e r  Tr a i n i n g  a n d  w a s  
Commissioned a Lieutenant in 1974.
Frank spent a total of 11 years as an 
officer at the School of Military 
Engineering (SME), in Casula In each issue of outside Sydney, many of them in a 
training role which fitted perfectly Holdfast we’ll take a 
with the strong grounding he had in look at some of the 
training while an NCO.

characters from the He spent three years as a Lieutenant, 
then six years as a Captain before unique band of 
promotion to Major. He spent four 

Vietnam Tunnel Rats. years as a Major in PNG advising 
their armed forces in his areas of This issue we profile 
expertise.Frank Brady. In all, Frank spent 35 years in the 
Army, 25 of them with the Australian 
Army. Many of those years were 
spent on active service in the Middle 
East and Asia, and Frank doesn't 
regret a single day of it all.

Frank is now happily retired to 
Forster on the North Coast of NSW, 
but he spent the best part of a lifetime 
being a serious soldier. A Pom, he 
originally served in the British 
Army, including over seven years on morning he was a Sapper, the next 
active service in the Gulf region of morning he had two stripes and was 
the Middle East during the 1960s. a Section Commander in 2 Troop 1 
Frank started of in Infantry, but Field Squadron. 
quickly saw the light and swapped Frank took his task seriously, often 
over to Engineers, spending most of spending his post-operations “spare 
his time in the Parachute Regiment  time” back at base conducting 
Squadron of Engineers. training for the Sappers in areas 
When overseas postings started to where he felt they needed it. To 
slow down in the British Army, ensure he spent a full year with the 
Frank was attracted to the Australian Field troop, Frank extended his tour 
Army by a serving Aussie mate who to 18 months. 
tempted Frank with Australia's Back in Australia after this tour, 
involvement in Malaysia, Borneo, Frank obviously got itchy feet again 
PNG and of course, Vietnam. and after just five months was back 
Frank approached Australia House in Vietnam on a second tour. He had 
in London, offering to join the applied for and was accepted into the 
Australian Army. Within months he Australian Army Training Team 
was being flown to Australia Vietnam. Frank spent 14 months in 
courtesy of Australian taxpayers for Vietnam with this highly decorated 
what turned out to be a 25-year stint unit, working mostly with local and 
in our Army. indigenous military units in remote 
Frank arrived in Australia in early parts of the country.
1968, was in the Army, in the Corp of Back in Australia again, Frank met 
Engineers and in Vietnam by the end and married Helen who not only 
of the same year. Originally posted provided the anchor Frank needed in 
as a Sapper to 17 Construction his life at that time, but also an 
Squadron, Frank protested long and instant family of six kids. Seeking a 
hard and ended up where he felt      career change after so many years of 
he  belonged,  in  a  Field Troop. One chasing wars, Frank opted for 

 

Corporal Frank Brady in May 
1971 during his tour with the 

Training Team Vietnam. Frank 
was instructing students in the 
booby trap lane at the Jungle 

Warfare Training Centre housed 
at the Nui Dat base camp

Frank, above, is now settled 
into civilian life at Forster on 
the northern coast of NSW, an 
area Frank and his wife Helen 

describe as paradise. Frank 
spends his spare time growing 
Bonsai trees and helping war 
veterans as a pensions officer 

with his local RSL.  
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What were 
the odds 
of coming 
home in 

one piece?
They weren't good! 

With 48 casualties out of 120 men If you were a Tunnel Rat in Vietnam 
over that 12 month period, the you had about a one-in-three chance 
chance of being a casualty was of being a casualty during your 12-
better (worse!) Than one in three. month tour. 

At the time we didn't seem to notice 
that the odds were so bad. This could 
partly have been the mind's self-
protection mechanism, not wanting 
to register the reality. 
It also had a lot to do with the fact 
that we never worked together as a 
complete unit. 
After returning to base from an 
operation as a team of two, you 
would hear about the casualties that 
had taken place during the four to 
six week time you'd been out bush. 
You'd hear of the casualties from the 
other two Field Troops, as well as 
your own Troop. 
But by then the trauma of it was 
over. It was time to hit the boozer 
and perhaps pack for a few glorious 
days R&C in Vung Tau. 
The training and the mental attitude 
you had to assume in-country 
seemed to enable you to not dwell 
on what were in fact some pretty 
horrifying statistics.
For example, in the 12 month period 
July 1969 to June 1970 there were 
12 killed and 36 wounded within the 
three Field Troops (One, Two and 
Three Troop).
 Each Troop consisted of about 40 
men operating as Tunnel Rats in the 
field - a  total of 120 men.

One year’s Tunnel Rat casualties July 1969 to June 1970.

Photo: This is what you’ve been 
looking for all year - your ticket 
onto the big silver freedom bird 

Earl R.J. Spr 2788560   1FDSQN     69.07.04             WIA Mine
Fleming J.G. Spr 2789480    1FDSQN     69.07.21 WIA Mine
Baxter P.T. Cpl 2788600   1FDSQN     69.07.21 WIA Mine
Sturmer D.L. Spr 2790874   1FDSQN    69.07.21 WIA Mine
Wilcox W.R. Spr 2791329   1FDSQN    69.07.21 WIA Mine
Luttrell K. Spr 6709145   1FDSQN    69.07.23 WIA Mine
Smillie R.G. Spr 39281   1FDSQN    69.07.23 KIA Mine
Smith J. Spr 3794831   1FDSQN    69.07.23 KIA Mine
Warne K.L. LCpl 7118   1FDSQN    69.08.00 WIA Mine
Budd E.A. Spr 1734079   1FDSQN    69.08.11 WIA Frag
Theodore S.W. Spr 1201214   1FDSQN    69.08.12 WIA Shrap
Kelly T.R. Spr 5716280   1FDSQN    69.10.21 WIA Booby trap
Hansen B.V. LCpl 218451   1FDSQN    69.10.21 KIA Booby trap
Miskin W.F. Spr 1735059   1FDSQN    69.10.22 WIA RPG's
Duncuff A.L. Spr 5716228   1FDSQN    69.10.25 KIA Booby trap 
George D.J. Lt 335173   1FDSQN    69.11.06 WIA Mine
Lisle A. Spr 2791437   1FDSQN    69.11.12 DOW RPG
Box G.D. Spr 5716417   1FDSQN    69.11.18 WIA Mine
Phillips P.M. Spr 4720185   1FDSQN    69.11.18 WIA Mine
Miller G.W. Spr 2791820   1FDSQN    69.12.07 WIA Booby trap
Sturmer D.L. Spr 2790874   1FDSQN    69.12.08 WIA Mines
Green J.G. Spr 2791447   1FDSQN    69.12.08 KIA Mines
Brooks C.L. Spr 44857   1FDSQN    69.12.14 WIA Mine
Ryan J.P. Sgt 4410412   1FDSQN    69.12.14 WIA Mine
Kearney E.J. Spr 2791457   1FDSQN    69.12.21 WIA
Hollis A.E. Spr 2786682   1FDSQN    70.01.30 KIA Mine
Engstrom R.J. Cpl 18797   1FDSQN    70.01.30 KIA Mine
Miller J.A. Spr 1734604   1FDSQN    70.02.28 WIA Mines
Hubble R.N. Spr 55566   1FDSQN    70.02.28 KIA Mines
Nevins M.T. Spr 1201946   1FDSQN    70.02.28 WIA Mines
Harrison J.M. Spr 519179   1FDSQN    70.02.28 WIA Mines
Binney T.R. Spr 1202052   1FDSQN    70.02.28 WIA Mines
Jensen D.J. Spr 1734584   1FDSQN    70.02.28 WIA Mines
Baker E.T. Pte 43680   1FDSQN    70.02.28 WIA Mines
Woods I. Spr 1735102   1FDSQN    70.03.15 WIA Mine
Cosgrove D.G. Spr 217197   1FDSQN    70.03.15 WIA Mine
Milne K.C. Spr 218083   1FDSQN    70.03.17 WIA
Foster M.E. Spr 61973   1FDSQN    70.03.23 WIA Mine
Connor K.J. Spr 134220   1FDSQN    70.03.23 WIA Mine
Moon M.J. Cpl 42484   1FDSQN    70.04.10 WIA Mine
Crawford B.M. Spr 1734835   1FDSQN    70.04.20 WIA Mine
Hurst H.W. Spr 2791326   1FDSQN    70.04.29 KIA Mine
Quinn P.D. Spr 216932   1FDSQN    70.05.04 WIA Mine
Brock C.D. Spr 1735268   1FDSQN    70.05.11 WIA Mine
McLeay R.M. Spr 3796269   1FDSQN    70.05.11 WIA Mine
Bartholomew G.T. Spr 2782555   1FDSQN    70.05.18 KIA
Pitt I.S. Spr 3795270   1FDSQN    70.06.07 WIAFFF
Scott I.N. Spr 1735424   1FDSQN    70.06.14 KIA Mine
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 If you want to help fund the newsletter, here’s the  Form  

 

 

logo and several people have asked who represent over 95% of the 
for stickers. casualty list of the 1 Field Squadron 
We are designing and producing Group. 
several stickers, suitable for your We are extremely proud of what we 
car, your bar or whatever. They look did, in particular of how we worked 
stunning, and best of all, they’ll be so closely with the Infantry and 
free with the next issue. Armoured units. By wrongly 

claiming Tunnel Rat status, some 
A reminder on why we formed the men from non-field Troops have 
Tunnel Rats Association begun to blur the line defining the 
Our status seemed to be getting a bit unique role of the Tunnel Rats. If it First, a big thank you to those who 
blurred. It had reached the point became generally accepted that forked out the $38 to support the 
where any Engineer who served in plant operators and tradesmen were newsletter. A superb personalised 
Vietnam was calling himself a Tunnel Rats too, then our status membership card is included with 
Tunnel Rat. The Engineer Corp men would be reduced, and nobody has a this issue for all those who joined.  
who worked as plant operators, right to do that. We should not allow Your membership is valid for all of 
mechanics, electricians, clerks and anybody to diminish something we 2005, and we’ll hit you again late 
carpenters did a great job in Vietnam  are so proud of.The forming of the next year for another year’s 
but they weren't Tunnel Rats. Association is not an elitist thing, membership. 
The members of the Field Troops and it is not an anti “Pogo” thing. It You can still join
listed on the banner above are the is simply intense pride in what we If you haven’t joined and you’d like 
only Engineers who went out on did and a  move to protect our status. to, simply fill in the form below and 
four and six week-long operations    post it with your cheque.
with the Infantry and Armoured But don’t worry, even if you don’t 
units. They fought alongside the join, we’ll continue to send the 
Infantry plus they performed their newsletter - we realise some are not 
additional tasks of mine and booby interested in joining anything, and 
trap detection and clearing, plus some may not be able to afford it 
bunker and tunnel searching and right  now. 
demolition. Free  stickers  next  issue 
It is these men of the Field Troops Everyone is rapt in our Tunnel Rat 

Holdfast Newsletter 
is edited by Jim Marett and 

published quarterly by the Vietnam 
Tunnel Rats Association Inc. 
43 Heyington Place Toorak

 Victoria 3141
Telephone 0403041962

tunnelrat@optusnet.com.au
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